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Abstract: Privacy and security are among the significant challenges of the Internet of Things (IoT).
Improper device updates, lack of efficient and robust security protocols, user unawareness, and famous
active device monitoring are among the challenges that IoT is facing. In this work, we are exploring
the background of IoT systems and security measures, and identifying (a) different security and
privacy issues, (b) approaches used to secure the components of IoT-based environments and systems,
(c) existing security solutions, and (d) the best privacy models necessary and suitable for different
layers of IoT driven applications. In this work, we proposed a new IoT layered model: generic
and stretched with the privacy and security components and layers identification. The proposed
cloud/edge supported IoT system is implemented and evaluated. The lower layer represented by
the IoT nodes generated from the Amazon Web Service (AWS) as Virtual Machines. The middle
layer (edge) implemented as a Raspberry Pi 4 hardware kit with support of the Greengrass Edge
Environment in AWS. We used the cloud-enabled IoT environment in AWS to implement the top
layer (the cloud). The security protocols and critical management sessions were between each of
these layers to ensure the privacy of the users’ information. We implemented security certificates to
allow data transfer between the layers of the proposed cloud/edge enabled IoT model. Not only is the
proposed system model eliminating possible security vulnerabilities, but it also can be used along
with the best security techniques to countermeasure the cybersecurity threats facing each one of the
layers; cloud, edge, and IoT.
Keywords: Internet of Things; security policy; cloud computing; edge computing; privacy

1. Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to a concept of connected objects and devices of all types
over the Internet wired or wireless. The popularity of IoT or the Internet of Things has increased
rapidly, as these technologies are used for various purposes, including communication, transportation,
education, and business development. IoT introduced the hyperconnectivity concept, which means
organizations and individuals can communicate with each other from remote locations effortlessly.
Kevin Ashton invented the term ‘IoT’ in the year 1999 for promoting the Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) concept, which includes embedded sensors and actuators. However, the original idea was
introduced in the 1960s. During that period, the idea was called pervasive computing or embedded
Internet. Ashton presented the IoT concept to improve supply chain activities. However, diverse
functionalities of IoT has helped it to gain strong popularity in the summer of 2010. The Chinese
government gave strategic priority on IoT by introducing a five-year plan. About 26.66 billion IoT
devices exist in the current world [1]. The mass explosion started in 2011 with the introduction of home
automation, wearable devices, and smart energy meters. The rapid explosion of IoT has benefitted
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organizations and in various ways improved market research and business strategies. Similarly,
IoT has improved the lifestyle of individuals by introducing automated services. However, such an
uncontrolled explosion has increased privacy and security challenges.
The unconscious use, not changing passwords, and the lack of device updates have increased
cybersecurity risks and access to malicious applications to the IoT systems’ sensitive data.
Such inappropriate security practices increase the chances of a data breach and other threats. Most of
the security professionals consider IoT as the vulnerable point for cyber attacks due to weak security
protocols and policies. Even though several security mechanisms were developed to protect IoT devices
from cyber attacks, security guidelines are not appropriately documented [2]. Thereby, end-users could
not utilize protective measures to avert data attacks. Hackers developed different kinds of malware to
infect the IoT devices since the eve of 2008. They designed various phishing techniques to provoke the
employees or individuals to share sensitive data [3]. Therefore, corporate workstations and personal
devices often face privacy violations due to high-profile attacks. If device manufacturers and security
experts assess the cyber threats accurately, they can develop an efficient protective mechanism to
prevent or neutralize cyber threats.
IoT enabled devices have been used in industrial applications and for multiple business
purposes [4]. The apps help these businesses to attain a competitive edge over their competitors.
However, due to the excessive adoption of various smart devices with data sharing and integration,
the privacy and data breach becomes a significant concern to most businesses, as it interrupts the flow
of work, activities, and network services. It is essential to have professionals to overcome these threat
concerns and develop comprehensive security measures and policies to protect their business assets
and ensure services continuity and stability. For example, smart kitchen home IoT enabled appliances
connected to the local network can be a source of the breach for hackers to get access to the business
and/or personally sensitive data or to manipulate and interrupt the business workflow.
Every day new technologies emerge, or changes are made to existing ones. Consider the latest
advances in the 5G network, for example. 5G is expected to play an essential role in the IoT systems
and applications. It is getting the researchers’ attention and curiosity about the possible security and
privacy risks, with its high frequency and bandwidth. Yet, the short wavelength imposes a change
in the infrastructure, hence the need for more base stations to cover the same area covered by other
wireless technology. This new structure imposes more threats, such as fake base stations. It is essential
to understand the security risks and potential solutions.
In this work, we aim to provide an overview of the IoT applications, benefits, and potential
risks. Additionally, to build a framework to study and further develop best security practices by
either implementing and analyzing current existing schemes or developing new ones. Based on
the findings, we provide recommendations to avoid such risks and to remedy the possible security
vulnerabilities. This work will guide regulatory agencies to continue enforcing policies, educating
end-users and entities, and stakeholders involved in IoT to develop and apply more appropriate
security and privacy measures.
We built our model using Amazon Web Service (AWS) as proof of concept, which later translated
to actual physical systems of sensors nodes mimicking general IoT structure. By making the system,
we can deploy and study different security approaches by building real sceneries and benchmarks.
We adopted a narrative review methodology to explore the history and background of the IoT
systems, their security and privacy issues, and the corresponding countermeasures. We proposed
our own view of the generic and stretched IoT model and its privacy and security concerns. We built
and studied a cloud/edge supported IoT model consisted of a virtual machine (sensors), and edge
node (Raspberry Pi), and cloud services (AWS). This setup was designed to evaluate the model we
proposed in the following sections in this paper. Our work does not provide details on the different IoT
applications (smart health, smart cities, supply chain, transportations, etc.); their features, advantages,
and challenges, or the possible security risks or threats among these applications. The literature is rich
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with such content. In this work, we preferred to have a general overview with proof of concept and lay
the ground for further analysis and investigations.
The rest of this paper organized as follows: the next section presents a literature review followed
by IoT security and privacy challenges. In Section 4, we discuss the future of the Internet of Things.
Section 5 presents the proposed cloud/edge supported IoT layered models: generic and stretched
with the privacy and security components and layers identification. This section also shows the
implementation of the proposed model using AWS cloud and edge environments and Raspberry Pi
4 kit. Section 6 concludes this work.
2. Literature Review
The authors in [5] stated that there are various challenges, such as jamming and spoofing attacks
and other unauthorized access, which have compromised the integrity of the user’s data. There are
potential solutions that can help the individual to implement various security measures that can help
to secure their IoT devices. According to [6], various privacy threats have emerged in the present time,
and they can penetrate IoT Technologies and their integrated network. It is not easy to manage the
security of IoT devices in businesses and organizations. The organizations must deploy monitoring
and scanning tools for all the IoT devices that could detect any kind of threats related to privacy and try
to mitigate the risk of being breached. Traffic interceptors and analyzers help identify and investigate
various cyber threats.
There are various studies as well as services that have been conducted on the current trends in
IoT security [7]. Multiple services have presented some of the challenges or attack vectors to various
IoT devices and their guards. Various simulation tools, modelers, and the availability of numerous
platforms that can confirm this security protocol can also help in producing the protocol related to
novel IoT security. It is fair to say that there has been rapid progress in terms of research related to
IoT security and various simulation tools as well as modelers have supported this research. If the IoT
devices failed, then the issues will be severe.
The authors in [8] believe that, despite the enormous benefits the users are getting from the Internet
of Things, there are challenges that come along with it that need to be looked at. Cybersecurity and
privacy risks are the primary concerns that have been cited. These two are posing a massive
predicament for many business organizations as well as public organizations. Prevalent high-profile
cybersecurity attacks have demonstrated the vulnerabilities of IoT technologies. This is simply because
the interconnectivity of networks in the Internet of Things brings along accessibility from anonymous
and untrusted Internet, requiring novel security solutions. On the other hand, it is important to
emphasize the standards and basic principles of the IoT Cyber Security Framework when it comes
to implementing the IoT security system. According to [9], one of the most important measures to
consider is the termination of a contract consisting of different devices with different communication
protocols. The difference in protocols hinder separate service contracts from implementation and
are fundamental elements that must be present in the cybersecurity structure of every Internet of
Things. He demonstrated that to ensure the reliability of the IoT framework in the cybersecurity arena,
some small steps need to be taken to help mitigate the challenges of IoT cybersecurity. In addition,
the authors in [9] showed that scalability is also an essential measure of the success of the cybersecurity
Internet of Things framework. Analysts said the IoT environment needs to be scalable enough to
handle a billion Internet-related and cybersecurity challenges. In addition, the magazine showed
that the IoT cybersecurity environment should also support testability, such as integration testing,
component testing, system testing, and compliance testing, effectively reducing challenges and risks.
In the same context, the authors in [10] described some of the current IoT cybersecurity solutions.
Some basic security measures are implemented by the supplier, and state that it is not profitable for
the supplier to produce high-quality solutions. In the case of cybersecurity of the Internet of Things,
companies are unlikely to develop the right solution.
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Moreover, the authors in [11] describe the currently embedded mobile and cyber-physical systems
as ubiquitous, from industrial control systems, modern vehicles to critical infrastructure. Current trends
and initiatives, such as Industry 4.0 and the Internet of Things (IoT), promise innovative business
models and new user experiences through strong connectivity and the effective use of new generations
of embedded devices. These systems generate, process, and exchange large amounts of relevant data.
Security and confidential beliefs that make cyber attacks an attractive target for the Internet of Things
system cause physical harm and disrupt people’s lives. Cybersecurity and privacy are important
because they can pose a threat. The complexity of these systems and the potential impact of cyber
attacks pose new threats to related industrial IoT systems. Possible solutions to security and privacy
challenges are general security frameworks for industrial IoT systems. Current IoT systems have not
improved enough to secure the desired functions.
Therefore, there has been extreme significance in the study and research of various security issues
in IoT. One of the main objectives in terms of IoT security is to provide privacy, confidentiality, and to
ensure that every user can get better protection, infrastructures, and a guarantee to the availability of
various services offered by the ecosystem of IoT. Therefore, the research in various IoT security is gaining
necessary momentum with the help of different simulation tools as well as multiple computational
platforms [12].
3. IoT Security and Privacy Challenges
IoT brought users huge benefits; however, some challenges come along with it. Cybersecurity and
privacy risks are the primary concerns of the researchers and security specialists cited. These two are
posing a considerable predicament for many business organizations as well as public organizations.
Prevalent high-profile cybersecurity attacks have demonstrated the vulnerabilities of IoT technologies.
This vulnerability is simply because the interconnectivity of networks in the Internet of Things brings
along accessibility from anonymous and untrusted Internet requiring novel security solutions [13].
Of all the challenges that are known, none of them has a more significant influence on IoT
adaptation, such as security and privacy. It is, however, unfortunate that the users do not often have
the required acknowledgment of the security impacts until the time when a breach has occurred,
causing massive damages such as loss of crucial data. With the ongoing security breaches which have
compromised the privacy of users, the appetite of the consumers for poor security is now declining.
In a recent review conducted regarding privacy and security, consumer-grade Internet of Things did
not do well. There were a lot of vulnerabilities in modern automotive systems.
3.1. Security
The IoT is diverse from traditional computers and computing devices, makes it more vulnerable
to security challenges in different ways [14]:
•
•

•

Many devices in the Internet of Things are designed for deployment on a massive scale. An excellent
example of this is sensors.
Usually, the deployment of IoT comprises of a set of alike or nearly identical appliances that bear
similar characteristics. This similarity amplifies the magnitude of any vulnerability in the security
that may significantly affect many of them.
Similarly, many institutions have come up with guides for risk assessment conduction. This step
means that the probable number of links interconnected between the IoT devices is unprecedented.
It is also clear that many of these devices can establish connections and communicate with other
devices automatically in an irregular way. These call for consideration of the accessible tools,
techniques, and tactics which are related to the security of IoT.

Even with the issue of security in the sector of information and technology not being new, IoT
implementation has presented unique challenges that need to be addressed. The consumers are
required to trust the Internet of Things devices and the services are very secure from weaknesses,
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particularly as this technology continues becoming more passive and incorporated in our everyday
lives. With weakly protected IoT gadgets and services, this is one of the very significant avenues
used for cyber attacks as well as the exposure of the data of users by leaving data streams not
protected adequately.
The nature of the interconnection of the IoT devices means if a device is poorly secured and
connected it has the potential of affecting the security and the resilience on the Internet internationally.
This behavior is simply brought about by the challenge of the vast employment of homogenous devices
of IoT. Besides the capability of some devices to be able to mechanically bond with other devices,
it means that the users and the developers of IoT all have an obligation of ensuring that they are not
exposing the other users as well as the Internet itself to potential harm. A shared approach required
in developing an effective and appropriate solution to the challenges is currently witnessed in the
IoT [14].
When it comes to authentication, for instance, IoT faces various vulnerabilities, which remain one
of the most significant issues in the provision of security in many applications. The authentication
used is limited in how it protects only one threat, such as Denial of Service (DoS) or replay attacks.
Information security is one of the significant vulnerable areas in the authentication of IoT due to the
prevalence of applications which are risky due to their natural multiplicity of data collection in the
IoT environment. If we can, for instance, take an example of contactless credit cards. These cards are
capable of permitting card numbers and names to be read without the authentication of IoT; this makes
it possible for hackers to be able to purchase goods by using a bank account number of the cardholder
and their identity.
One of the most prevalent attacks in the IoT is the man in the middle, where the third-party
hijack communication channel is aimed at spoofing identities of the palpable nodes which are involved
in network exchange. Man in the middle attack effectively makes the bank server recognize the
transaction being done as a valid event since the adversary does not have to know the identity of the
supposed victim [15].
3.2. Privacy
The perspective of the usefulness of the IoT is dependent on how well it can respect the privacy
choices of people. Concerns regarding the privacy and the potential harms that come along with IoT
might be significant in holding back the full adoption of IoT. It is essential to know that the rights of
privacy and user privacy respect are fundamental in ensuring users’ confidence and self-assurance
in the Internet of Things, the connected device, and related services offered. A lot of work is being
undertaken to ensure that IoT is redefining the privacy issues such things as the increase of surveillance
and tracking. The reason for the privacy concerns is because of the omnipresent intelligence integrated
artifacts where the sampling process and the information distribution in the IoT may be done nearly in
any place. The ubiquitous connectivity via the Internet access is also an essential factor that helps in
understanding this problem because unless there is a unique mechanism put in place, then it will be
decidedly more comfortable to access the personal information from any corner of the world [16].
3.3. Interoperability
A fragmented environment of proprietary IoT technical implementation is known to inhibit
value for users. Even though full interoperability is not always feasible across products and services,
the users may not like buying products and services where there is no flexibility and concerns over
dealer lock-in. Poorly planned IoT gadgets might mean that there will be a negative consequence for
the networking resources that they connect to [17].
Cryptography is another essential aspect that has been used for many years to provide defense
against security loopholes in many applications [9]. An effective defensive mechanism against the
attacks perpetrated is not possible using one security application. It, therefore, requires different layers
of security against the threats to the authentication of IoT.
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By the development of more advanced security features and building these features into products,
hacks may be evaded. This evasion is because the users will buy products that already have proper
security features preventing vulnerabilities. Cybersecurity frameworks are some of the measures put
forward to ensure that IoT is secure [18].
Moreover, some several factors and concerns might have an impact on compromising the efforts
to secure the Internet of Things devices; these include:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Occasional update: usually, IoT manufacturers update security patches quarterly. The OS versions
and security patches are also upgraded similarly [19]. Therefore, hackers get sufficient time to
crack the security protocols and steal sensitive data.
Embedded passwords: IoT devices store embedded passwords, which helps the support
technicians to troubleshoot OS problems or install necessary updates remotely. However, hackers
could utilize the feature for penetrating device security.
Automation: often, enterprises and end-users utilize the automation property of IoT systems for
gathering data or simplifying business activities. However, if the malicious sites are not specified,
integrated AI can access such sources, which will allow threats to enter into the system.
Remote access: IoT devices utilize various network protocols for remote access like Wi-Fi, ZigBee,
and Z-Wave. Usually, specific restrictions are not mentioned, which can be used to prevent
cybercriminals. Therefore, hackers could quickly establish a malicious connection through these
remote access protocols.
Wide variety of third-party applications: several software applications are available on the Internet,
which can be used by organizations to perform specific operations. However, the authenticity
of these applications could not be identified easily. If end-users and employees install or access
such applications, the threat agents will automatically enter into the system and corrupt the
embedded database.
Improper device authentication: most of the IoT applications do not use authentication services to
restrict or limit network threats. Thereby, attackers enter through the door and threaten privacy.
Weak Device monitoring: usually, all the IoT manufacturers configure unique device identifiers
to monitor and track devices. However, some manufacturers do not maintain security policy.
Therefore, tracking suspicious online activities become quite tricky.

4. Future of the Internet of Things
Currently, objects and systems are empowered with network connectivity and have the computing
power to communicate with similar connected devices and machines [20]. Expanding the network
capabilities to all possible physical locations will make our life more efficient and help us save time
and money. However, connecting to the Internet also means to communicate with potential cyber
threats. Internet-enabled products become a target for cybercriminals. The expansion of the IoT market
increases the number of potential risks, which can affect productivity and the safety of the devices
and hence our privacy. Reports highlight the frequencies of data breaches have increased drastically
since 2015; 60% in the USA only [21]. Another survey conducted in Japan, Canada, the UK, Australia,
the USA, and France discovered that 63% of the IoT consumers think these devices are creepy due
to improper security. Research findings also highlighted that 90% of consumers are not confident
regarding IoT cybersecurity [22].
Current research explored various innovative techniques to mitigate cyber attacks and increase
privacy solutions. Some of the solutions identified through the research are listed below;
Deploying encryption techniques: enforcing strong and updated encryption techniques can increase
cybersecurity. The encryption protocol implemented in both the cloud and device environments [23].
Thus, hackers could not understand the unreadable protected data formats and misuse it.
Constant research regarding emerging threats: the security risks are assessed regularly.
Organizations and device manufacturers developed various teams for security research. Such teams
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analyze the impact of IoT threats and develop accurate control measures through continuous testing
and evaluation [23].
Increase the updates frequency: the device manufacturers should develop small patches rather
than substantial updates. Such a strategy can reduce the complexity of patch installation. Besides,
frequent updates will help the users to avert cyber threats resources from diverse sources [24].
Deploy robust device monitoring tools: most of the recent research proposed to implement
robust device monitoring techniques so those suspicious activities can be tracked and controlled
easily. Many IT organizations introduced professional device monitoring tools to detect threats. Such
tools are quite useful for risk assessment, which assists the organizations in developing sophisticated
control mechanisms.
Develop documented user guidelines to increase security awareness: most of the data breaches
and IoT attacks happen due to a lack of user awareness. Usually, IoT security measures and guidelines
are not mentioned while users purchase these devices. If device manufacturers specify the potential IoT
threats clearly, users can avoid these issues. Organizations can also design effective training programs
to enhance security consciousness. Such programs guide users to develop strong passwords to update
them regularly. Besides, users are instructed to update security patches regularly. The users also taught
and requested to avoid spam emails, third-party applications, or sources, which can compromise IoT
security [25].
Everybody is looking forward to the fate of IoT and what it is holding for the future. There will be
more than 30 billion IoT devices by 2025. Earlier on, people were aware of the IoT project, but they
discarded the idea by looking at how the idea looked complex and challenging to implement. However,
after the development of technology, it is now dawning on people that this was not impossible as
the level of IoT development is scaling new heights day by day. In 2020 and beyond, for instance,
intelligent thermostats and smart lighting are a few examples of how IoT is being used not only in the
preservation of energy but also in the reduction of the bills and this contributes to the great reason why
many people are choosing IoT devices [26].
A lot of cities will become smart. In the development of cities, there will be completely new
horizons with the use of IoT. There will be better management of traffic; the roads will be free from
congestion, the cities will benefit from reduced pollution, security will be of high standards all this by
the implementation of IoT to a large scale.
Healthcare services are becoming much costlier, with the number of chronic diseases on the rise.
We are approaching a time where primary healthcare would be complicated to get for many individuals,
especially as people are becoming more prone to diseases. However, even though the technology is not
capable of stopping the population from aging, it can help in making healthcare easier on the pocket
in terms of accessibility [27]. For instance, by moving routine medical checks from the hospital to
the patient’s home, this will be a massive relief to the patients. Real-time monitoring using devices
connected to the Internet of Things is one of the ways that will help save the lives of many patients.
On-time alerts are very critical in the instances of life-threatening circumstances, as many medical IoT
devices will continue to be connected to gather vital data for real-time tracking. The quality of life of
the patients will be significantly improved.
5. Proposed IoT Layered Models
In this work, we propose a new view of the IoT models: generic and stretched with the privacy
and security components and layers identification and separation. We built a cloud/edge supported
IoT system to implement the proposed IoT models. Therefore, in this work we first introduce the
generic and stretched models, then describe our experimental setup and implementation environment
(layered model implementation), and then present and discuss the results and findings.
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5.1. Generic IoT Layers and Data Fusion Model
The generic architecture of the IoT model, from the authors’ perspective, not sure if there are
any similar thoughts in literature, as shown in Figure 1, consists of a device, cloud, and end-user
layers. The device layer consists of a pool of wireless Internet-enabled sensor devices, data acquisition
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servers to minimize these attacks. Firmware security and hardware address authenticating and more,
however, this comes at the cost of the power consumption, as some of the wireless enabled devices such
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data is sent to the edge, fog, and then to the cloud, a need for authorization and certificates that trust
specific servers to minimize these attacks. Firmware security and hardware address authenticating
and more, however, this comes at the cost of the power consumption, as some of the wireless enabled
devices such as wearables are battery run. Such security measures need to be revisited to accomplish
both security and power constraints. On the cloud layer, security measures need to ensure the
network protocol between the edge and fog nodes and occasionally from sensors. Message passing
protocol, point to point encryption, and certificates all provide less data spying and logging. In the
data processing and end-user level, we need to ensure that the long-term data storage and real-time
data processing are protected from SQL injections, sniffing, and phishing scripting attacks, providing
the service certificate is updated and complies with the HIPPA standards (in health systems) [30].
Data fusion can introduce another access to the hackers to identify the user, hence privacy breach.
Since the IoT devices can join and leave the network of sensors and data sources, this adds more
complication to the standard methods of security measures, hence the need for new intelligent and
Figure 2. IoT stretched model.
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From the AWS available resources, we utilized the AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM)
web service. It allowed us to control the user’s access by initializing an IAM account (user account)
for each user. For security reasons, we did not use the AWS Root account but initiated an IAM user
with administrative permissions. To configure the Raspberry Pi as the Edge node (AWS Greengrass
Core), the AWS Greengrass Core interacts directly with the cloud and works locally [32]. Raspberry
Pi was configured by adding Linux hard and soft link protection features [33]. To make the
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From the AWS available resources, we utilized the AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM)
web service. It allowed us to control the user’s access by initializing an IAM account (user account)
for each user. For security reasons, we did not use the AWS Root account but initiated an IAM user
with administrative permissions. To configure the Raspberry Pi as the Edge node (AWS Greengrass
Core), the AWS Greengrass Core interacts directly with the cloud and works locally [32]. Raspberry Pi
was configured by adding Linux hard and soft link protection features [33]. To make the connection
between the AWS and the Raspberry. We utilized AWS Greengrass Core to create a group with a core
device, and all other IoT devices to allow them to communicate with the edge.
We need certificates to authenticate all devices with the AWS. We generated certificates, private and
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The following are main points to observe about our AWS working environment and our
implemented model:
•
•

•

In the general model, the IoT devices connect with each other or with the cloud through AWS
IoT Core.
In our model we added the edge concept by utilizing the Greengrass IoT core concept in AWS,
and represent it using Pi, so we can imagine it as an added mediator between the IoT devices and
the AWS IoT Core then the cloud.
Each device needs its certificate, private key, and CA Root certificate (this is the AWS IoT certificate).
There are different types of the CA Root certificate depending on the IoT device types.

5.4. Discussion and Analysis
We made a simple scenario by making two IoT enabled devices to communicate with each other
through our edge. The IoT devices were configured as virtual machines, created in AWS, and added
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to the Greengrass core, as shown in Figure 5 below. During the creation, a specific certificate, public
and private keys are generated for each device to authenticate them with the AWS and with the
•Greengrass
Each device
needs aThe
policy,
this policy determines
which
this
device
can perform
Core device.
communication
between these
twooperations
devices was
done
through
a secure
(connect/receive/publish/subscribe,
etc.). a message broker [34]. Finally, Figure 6 shows both IoT
mechanism
using the MQTT protocol called
nodes and Edge node communicated successfully and data exchanges completed at specific times.
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certificate, then attached the certificate to the device. A default policy is shown Figure 7 below:
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lightweight (small size messages and need low power), so it is suitable for a constrained environment
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Now, the setup process for the Raspberry Pi includes installing JAVA JDK8, the Greengrass files,
in addition to a suitable Core software (depending on the used device—in our case, it is a Raspberry
Pi 4).
All these files were transferred to the Raspberry Pi 4 as shown in Figure 9 below.

Figure 8. Modified device policy to include the edge layer in the proposed model.

Moreover, it is important to know that the IoT devices in the AWS are emulated as MQTT clients
(if it is virtual—as it is in our scenario), and the MQTT clients communicate through an MQTT Topic.
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The connection can be imagined as a secure channel between the clients, it is created, then clients
can
subscribe to it, and other clients publish messages to it.
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setup
process
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RaspberryPiPiincludes
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JDK8,
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addition to a suitable Core software (depending on the used device—in our case, it is a Raspberry Pi 4).
Pi 4).
All these files were transferred to the Raspberry Pi 4 as shown in Figure 9 below.
All these files were transferred to the Raspberry Pi 4 as shown in Figure 9 below.
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After the transfer of necessary files to the Raspberry Pi 4, we needed to extract them and make
some changes on some configuration files, to match the generated certificates and keys.
some changes on some configuration files, to match the generated certificates and keys.
Finally, we started the Greengrass core device. Figure 10 below shows that our Raspberry device
Finally, we started the Greengrass core device. Figure 10 below shows that our Raspberry device
successfully worked as an Edge.
successfully worked as an Edge.
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The proposed IoT model showed that we could ensure privacy and security measures set before
we allowed the IoT enabled device or node to communicate or share its data. Upon successful
implementation and configuration, we are sure that our assets are protected. The described model in
this paper can be used to provide secure IoT environments and systems with fog/edge computing layers
and sensors fusion. Many real-life applications can utilize this model, such as healthcare, military,
disaster recovery, and many others [35]. Let us consider the healthcare case; for example, by using
the proposed policy-based model, the users will have the ability to trust their healthcare provider
to allow them a safeguard so that they know they are looked after. Healthcare companies invest in
wearables with the belief they will help improve workforce productivity, cut absenteeism, and reduce
healthcare costs. Another significant factor in wearable devices is the conviction that it can give people
who are disabled. For example, a person with special needs will be able to input commands and
text, say, by just moving a finger up and down. A final method, but not limited to, is the number of
security users that could apply to their accounts. For example, people could restrict who can view
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their social media posts or policies that explain the importance of more security to add to their account
(i.e., two-factor authentication) [36].
Figure 10. Running Greengrass successfully on the Raspberry Pi 4 kit.
While the IoT applications (healthcare in this case) developers try to do the best for their customers,
there are still some loopholes that tend to fall through. One of the disadvantages would be the way the
After setting up the environment and making sure it is ready, we created an MQTT topic in our
user’s data is stored and how third parties handle it. It mostly relies on the provider itself to ensure
scenario and named it (my/topic). Then, we created a device to be subscribed in my/topic and created
that they set guidelines and propose a policy that will keep them in the right with the vendors and
another device to be a publisher to my/topic. All devices can perform all actions with all other devices
with their users. That same thing goes for the confidentiality of the customers. Most of the time,
(default policy), and all messages are exchanged successfully. Figure 11 shows the different types of
third parties (such as the insurance companies) can receive user’s information if they “consent” to it,
messages exchange in one day. The connection time is affected by many factors including the network
and then from there, it could be dangerous to determine whether or not it is reliable.
latency and the used platform.

Figure 11. Successfully exchanged messages of different types: PublishOut.Success, PublishIn.Success,
Connect.Success, Ping.Success, Subscribe.Success. The x-axis represents hours of the day, and the y-axis
Figure 11. Successfully exchanged messages of different types: PublishOut.Success, PublishIn.Success,
one day.
Connect.Success, Ping.Success, Subscribe.Success. The x-axis represents hours of the day, and the yaxis one day.
6. Conclusions
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various sectors. Many vendors and companies adopt a vast amount of policies to protect their connected
devices from malicious attacks. With more of these devices being connected to our private networks
and the Internet as well, more privacy and security concerns being reported. We read and hear that our
coffee machine is spying on our talks; our smart doorbell is sending our guest photos to government
agencies. Many real-life examples emphasize the severity of the security vulnerabilities associated
with using IoT devices.
In this work, we proposed new IoT layered models: generic and stretched with the privacy and
security components and layers identification. The proposed cloud/edge supported IoT system was
implemented and evaluated. The lower layer is represented by the IoT nodes generated from the
Amazon Web Service (AWS) as Virtual Machines. The middle layer (Edge) implemented as a Raspberry
Pi 4 hardware kit with support of the Greengrass Edge Environment in AWS. The top layer, which is
the cloud, is implemented using the Cloud-enabled IoT environment in AWS. The security protocols
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and critical management sessions were between each of these layers to ensure the privacy of the users’
information. We implemented security certificates to allow data transfer between the layers of the
proposed Cloud/Edge enabled IoT model.
In future work, more studies should be performed on cryptographic security methods that are
much more capable of operating on resource constrained IoT devices (Light Weight Crypto). It will
help in ensuring that users with different experiences can steadily use and set up IoT systems despite
the insufficient consumer interfaces available with many of these IoT devices. Moreover, there is
an urgent need to standardize the data collection and sharing procedures done by the IoT devices
connected to the Internet. Such standards will reduce the number of unpredicted vulnerabilities and
associated attacks on non-homogeneous platforms.
We study the benefits and risks associated with the IoT. With all numerous benefits, risks can be
exploited to harm end-users by allowing unauthorized access to sensitive private data, enabling attacks
to the systems, and creating risks to personal safety. With the IoT enabled devices delivered to the
market, we need to ship them with proper security measures that impact their usability, operation,
and integration with existing systems. We are hoping with the help of researchers to build a dynamic
security framework to mitigate, not necessarily eliminate, the security and privacy risks, and be
smart enough to adapt to changes in the new communication technologies and different application
deployment scenarios.
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